BEYOND MODELS, GOING DEEPER

CO-CREATING AN INQUIRY INTO THE LIVING FIELD OF OUR EXPERIENCE

If you would like to gift yourself the time and space to go deeper, this inquiry-based programme is for
you. If you feel the need for refreshment and a deeper vision of the supervision work you offer, this
peer learning experience can support you to achieve that.
Leaving our qualifications at the door we will move into the practice of curiosity and emergence. As we spend
4 days together, we will inquire into what takes us beyond established and fixed models. You can expect to be
working in a highly collaborative learning community, where easy answers are suspended in favour of deeper
possibilities. Our inquiries will lead us along experiential learning paths that use both our client work and our
selves. This will include through group process. The environment will be conducive to learning and pausing. The
pausing is just as important to the learning experience we will create together.
Each day there will also be space for some personal reflection, possibly journalling, walking, contemplation
or meditation. Over the four days we will explore our practice from a diverse number of perspectives, moving
between the wider field and ourselves. All the time we will be seeking deeper levels of awareness and insight.
FACILITATOR PROFILES:
EDNA MURDOCH
www.coachingsupervisionacademy.com
There is always more – more to learn about ourselves
and who we are in our work. ‘More’ naturally arises
in moments that we co-create during events such as
this one. My commitment to ‘Beyond Models/Going
Deeper’ is to be there as fully as I can, supporting what
arises during our time together. I will hold a space for
you that will invite you to have an important conversation
with yourself.
The paradox is that while we will all prepare in different
ways for this event, it will be ‘in the moment’, that
something new will happen for all of us. I look forward
hugely to being part of that.

ALISON HODGE
www.alisonhodge.com
As I dispense with badges and certificates of qualification
and accreditation, what I love about supervision is its
wonderfully emergent, developmental process for whoever
is involved. We’re not scoring and measuring, but rather
exploring and discovering what might be possible to
understand and be our best selves in service of our clients.
My passion lies in learning, my own and contributing to
that of others. Learning about our practice, exploring the
wider field and beyond, at the heart of this is learning
about ourselves with our constant capacity to grow and
evolve which provides a constant source of delight and
thrill for me.

MIRIAM ORRISS
www.coachingsupervisionacademy.com
Who we are is how we do anything. Ultimately, everything
is about connection to our self and to whatever is around
us, particularly people. This journey is Beyond Models;
it is a journey of the Heart, a meeting of Self and other.
Many years ago I began a journey of “coming home” to
myself and embraced the mantra “I am just myself”. This
encompasses all I have experienced, learnt and know,
and moment by moment focusing on being present, being
in connection and moving forward into life and work. It is
from this place that I will meet you as we work together.

CLAIRE GENKAI BREEZE
www.relume.co.uk
I feel I am a work in continual progress. Rather than
stating what I have done in the past, I thought I would
concentrate on exploring what is at my heart today.
I believe in the grace, mystery and potency of Supervision
as a practice for radical empowerment. I experience the
seeds of empowerment in the ability to access states of
awareness that at first feel subtle or inaccessible. When I
am in the flow of that experience I feel very awake. I love
to work with others in deepening ways. We all benefit.
Two palms to you.

DATE: 23-26 March 2020 COST: £1940 + VAT for UK participants
VENUE: Bore Place Kent TN8 7AR www.boreplace.org
Please contact mike@csa.uk.net to book your place. If you would like further information about the program
before you make your decision, please contact Mike and he will direct you to one of the facilitators.

